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Abstract

Interval Temporal Logic(ITL) is a formalism for reason-
ing about time periods. To date no one has proved complete-
ness of a relatively simple ITL deductive system support-
ing infinite time and permitting infinite sequential iteration
comparable toω-regular expressions. We give a complete
axiomatization for such a version of quantified ITL over fi-
nite domains and can show completeness by representing
finite-state automata in ITL and then translating ITL for-
mulas into them. The full paper (and another conference
paper) presents the basic framework for finite time. Here
and in the full paper the axiom system (and completeness)
is extended to infinite time.

1. Introduction

Interval Temporal Logic(ITL) [12, 18, 20] is a tempo-
ral logic which includes a basic construct for the sequential
composition of two formulas as well as an analog of Kleene
star. Within ITL, one can express both finite-state automata
and regular expressions. On finite nonempty words, propo-
sitional ITL (even without quantifiers) has the same ex-
pression power as conventional finite-state automata, reg-
ular expressions,Quantified Propositional Temporal Logic
(QPTL) for finite time and theWeak Second-Order Theory

∗Part of the research described here has been kindly supported by EP-
SRC research grant GR/K25922.

of Successor(WS1S) studied by Büchi [3] and Elgot [9].
Propositional ITL overω-words has the expressiveness of
Büchi automata,ω-regular expressions and theSecond-
Order Theory of Successor(S1S) investigated by Büchi [4]
and QPTL. However, ITL’s notation makes it particularly
suitable for logic-based modular reasoning involving peri-
ods of time, refinement [6], sequential composition using
assumptions and commitments which are fixpoints of var-
ious temporal operators [21, 23] as well as for executable
specifications [20]. Various imperative programming con-
structs are expressible in ITL and operators for projecting
between time granularities are available (but not considered
here). Zhou Chaochen, Hoare and Ravn [13,34] have devel-
oped a real-time ITL extension calledDuration Calculusfor
hybrid systems. Several researchers have looked at decision
procedures and axioms systems for variations of ITL. How-
ever, to date no one has found a provably complete axiom
system for a version of ITL over both finite andω-words
having no artificial restrictions on interval constructs and
achieving the same expressiveness (overω-words) as S1S
and other comparable notations. We present here a natural
and complete axiomatization for a subset of quantified ITL
in which variables are limited to finite domains. The com-
pleteness proof describes an ITL decision procedure within
ITL itself.

We build on the work of Siefkes [30] who first proved the
completeness of an axiomatization of S1S and Kesten and
Pnueli [15] who established the completeness of an axiom-
atization of QPTL with past-time operators. Our approach
closely follows Kesten and Pnueli’s technique. We re-
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duce temporal formulas to finite-state automata and Büchi-
automata as part of a decision procedure. The automata are
themselves directly manipulated in the logic as advocated
by Büchi himself [3, page 82]. Siefkes calls thissyntac-
tization of the decision procedure [30, page XI]. Follow-
ing Kesten and Pnueli, we express Safra’s intricate algo-
rithm [29] within ITL to perform the hardest part of the
proof involving the complementation of Büchi-automata.
However we achieve completeness without the use of past-
time. The actual axiom system and completeness proof
vary substantially from Kesten and Pnueli’s work. This re-
flects differences between conventional temporal logics and
interval-based ones.

Our results show that a natural yet complete axiom sys-
tem for a nontrivial subset of ITL is achievable and that
the associated decision procedure can be represented in the
logic. The use of automata leads to a proof that is more
compositional than conventional tableaux methods for tem-
poral logics which must repeatedly analyze several formu-
las in parallel. Besides that, there is no need to adapt
Fischer-Ladner closures [10], originally developed for a
propositional version of Pratt’s Dynamic Logic [26], and to
prove an associated small-model property. In addition, this
work demonstrates that the ITL axiom system provides a
logical framework for reasoning about classical operations
on finite-state automata and regular expressions over both
finite andω-words. It also shows that a very complicated
algorithm such Safra’s and a version of König’s Infinity
Lemma are provable in ITL.

2. Related Work

We now discuss other work on ITL axiom systems. A
completeness proof for such notations typically involves a
decision procedure so we make mention of this as well.
Halpern and Moszkowski [17, pages 23–24] prove the de-
cidability of propositional ITL with quantifiers over finite
time by translation to QPTL for finite time which is de-
cidable. Rosner and Pnueli [28] investigate an axiom sys-
tem for propositional, quantifier-free ITL with finite andω-
intervals. The ITL subset includes theuntil operator but not
the operatorchop-starwhich is like Kleene-star for regular
expressions. A tableaux-based decision procedure under-
lies the completeness proof. This requires an adaptation of
Fischer-Ladner closures mentioned earlier in §1. Unfortu-
nately, one inference rule requires detailed meta-reasoning
about tableaux transitions. This and the lack ofchop-star
limit the axiom system’s practical use.

Paech [25] investigates a quantifier-free version of ITL
with ω-intervals havingchop-starlimited, like Kleene-star,
to finitely many iterations and including an additional tem-
poral operatorunless. Due to a theorem of Thomas [31]
(later more simply proved by Y. Choueka and D. Peleg [7]),

ITL with such a restrictedchop-staris still as expressive as
ω-regular expressions (and hence S1S and QPTL) as well
as quantifier-free propositional ITL with unrestrictedchop-
star(which permitsω consecutive finite iterations) although
with possibly less succinctness. Paech presents a com-
plete Gentzen-style proof system including some noncon-
ventional axioms restricting ITL formulas to be in a form
analogous to regular expressions. This can potentially re-
quire complex meta-reasoning about arbitrary ITL formulas
over finite intervals. Surprisingly, the axioms, unlike Ros-
ner and Pnueli’s, apparently limit intervals to be infinite.
The completeness proof necessitates a generalized form of
Fischer-Ladner closures.

Dutertre [8] gives two complete proof systems for first-
order ITL withoutchop-starfor finite time. The first uses
a possible-worlds semantics of time and the second consid-
ers arbitrary linear orderings of states. Neither is complete
for standard discrete-time intervals. Wang Hanpin and Xu
Qiwen [33] generalize this to infinite time.

Kono [16] presents a tableaux-based decision procedure
for propositional ITL with quantifiers and temporal projec-
tion over finite time which has been implemented in Pro-
log. No formal proof is given that all models are consid-
ered. A sketchy argument about termination is presented.
Kono suggests using the transformations as the basis for a
complete axiom system. Moszkowski [21] presents propo-
sitional and first-order ITL axiom systems for finite inter-
vals. They support compositional proofs based on therely-
guaranteeparadigm of Jones [14]. The propositional part
is claimed to be complete but only an outline of a proof is
given. This is extended in [22] to axioms for temporal pro-
jection.

Bowman and Thompson [1] present a tableaux-based de-
cision procedure for quantifier-free propositional ITL over
finite time with temporal projection. They omit a proof of
termination. In [2] they look at termination and also obtain
a completeness proof for an axiomatization of this version
of ITL.

3. Overview of Interval Temporal Logic

We now briefly describe ITL for finite time. More details
and examples are found in [12,17–21,23]. The treatment of
ω-intervals is deferred until §5.

Basic ITL is a temporal logic with discrete, linear time.
An interval σ in general has a length|σ| ≥ 0 and a finite,
nonempty sequence of|σ|+ 1 statesσ0, . . . ,σ|σ|. A state
σi maps a variable such asA to a valueσi(A). Lower-case
staticvariablesa, b, . . . do not vary over time.

A variable v’s values in an interval range over the fi-
nite, nonempty setdomain(v) which for our purposes is
either{ false, true} or some initial subsequence of the nat-
ural numbers. Finite data domains ensure the existence of
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a decision procedure for our completeness result. We can
readily extenddomainto all constructs later introduced.

Basic ITL contains conventional operators such as∧, ∀
and=. Terms and formulas evaluate relative to an interval’s
beginning. Thus, the formulaI = 2 is true on intervalσ iff
I ’s value inσ0 equals 2.

There are three primitive temporal operators:

skip P;Q (chop) P∗ (chop-star) ,

whereP andQ are themselves formulas. The formulaskip
is true on a two-state interval. A formulaP;Q is true onσ
iff σ can be chopped into two subintervals sharing a state
σk for somek ≤ |σ| with P true onσ0 . . .σk andQ true on
σk . . .σ|σ|. Thus the formulaskip; I = J is true onσ iff σ
has at least two states andI = J is true inσ1. A formula
P∗ is true onσ iff σ can be chopped into zero or more parts
with P true on each. Any formulaP∗ (including false∗) in
true on a one-state interval (see §3.4). Figure 1 pictorially
illustrates the semantics ofskip, chop, andchop-star. Some
simple ITL formulas together with intervals which satisfy
them are shown in Fig. 2.

PP P

P∗

P Q

P;Q

skip

Figure 1. Informal illustration of ITL seman-
tics
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1

I :

I : 2 4
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2 1 2 4
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1 1 1 1 1 1
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I :
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Figure 2. Some sample ITL formulas and sat-
isfying intervals

Let us now look at the syntax and later the semantics of
all the basic constructs used here.

3.1. Syntax of ITL

The syntax of ITL constructs considered here is now
given in more detail. Here are permitted constructs using
variablev, termst andt ′ and formulasP andQ:

Terms: v(for numericalv), 0, 1, 2,. . . ,
if P then t else t′

Formulas: v(for booleanv), t = t ′, ¬P, P ∧ Q,
∀v.P, skip, P;Q, P∗

3.2. Semantics of Constructs

Let us take a more formal look at the semantics of ba-
sic ITL constructs. The notationσi(v) denotes the value of
variablev in the state of intervalσ indexed byi. Further-
more, for natural numbersi, j with i ≤ j ≤ |σ|, the notation
σi: j denotes the subinterval of lengthj − i (i.e., j − i + 1
states) with starting stateσi and final stateσ j . We define
the semantics of each termt and formulaP on an intervalσ
using the respective notationsMσ[[t]] andMσ[[P]].

3.3. Semantics of Terms

• Numerical static or state variable:Mσ[[v]]=σ0(v).
The value of a numerical variable for an intervalσ is
the variable’s value in the initial stateσ0.

• Numerical constant:Mσ[[c]] = c.
• Conditional term:Mσ[[if P then t else t′]] =

{

Mσ[[t]], if Mσ[[P]] = true

Mσ[[t ′]], otherwise.

3.4. Semantics of Formulas

• Boolean static or state variable:Mσ[[v]] = σ0(v).
The value of a boolean variable for an intervalσ is the
variable’s value in the initial stateσ0.

• Equality:Mσ[[t = t ′]] = true iff Mσ[[t]] = Mσ[[t ′]].
• Negation:Mσ[[¬P]] = true iff Mσ[[P]] = false.
• Conjunction:Mσ[[P ∧ Q]] = true

iff Mσ[[P]] = Mσ[[Q]] = true.
• Universal quantification:Mσ[[∀v.P]] = true

iff Mσ′ [[P]] = true,
for every intervalσ′ identical toσ except possibly for
variablev’s behavior.

• Unit interval: Mσ[[skip]] = true iff |σ| = 1.
• Chop:Mσ[[P;Q]] = true

iff Mσ′ [[P]] = trueandMσ′′ [[Q]] = true,
whereσ′ = σ0:i andσ′′ = σi:|σ| for somei ≤ |σ|. The
subintervalsσ′ andσ′′ share stateσi .

• Chop-star:Mσ[[P∗]] = true
iff Mσli :li+1

[[P]] = true, for eachi : 0≤ i < n,
for somen≥ 0 and finite sequence of natural numbers
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l0 ≤ l1 ≤ ·· · ≤ ln where l0 = 0 and ln = |σ|. Every
one-state interval satisfiesP∗ since we can taken = 0.

If a formula P is true on an intervalσ, thenσ satisfies
P, denotedσ |= P. A formulaP satisfied by all intervals is
valid, denoted|= P.

We view formulas as boolean terms to avoid, for exam-
ple, distinct ITL theorems for quantified boolean and nu-
merical variables. Therefore the equalityP = Q is identical
to P≡ Q.

3.5. Some Definable Constructs

Constructs liketrue, P ∨ Q and∃v.P are definable as are
✸P (“sometimesP”), ✷P (“alwaysP”) and©P (“next P”):

✸P
def
≡ true;P ✷P

def
≡ ¬✸¬P ©P

def
≡ skip;P .

We refer to the quantifier-free ITL subset built from no tem-
poral operators but✸ and© assimple temporal logic. Here
are more operators expressible in this subset:

©w P
def
≡ ¬©¬P (Weak next)

more
def
≡ © true (More states)

empty
def
≡ ¬more (One state)

fin P
def
≡ ✷(empty⊃ P) (Final state)

halt P
def
≡ ✷(P≡ empty) (Just last)

✷m P
def
≡ ✷(more⊃ P) (Mostly)

The conventional temporal operatoruntil, though definable
(with ∃), is not needed. Versions of© andfin for numerical
terms are expressible using conditional terms. The formula
t gets t′ is true iff for each pair of adjacent states, the value of
termt ′ at the first state (i.e., on the suffix subinterval starting
from it) equals termt ’s value at the second state:

t gets t′
def
≡ ✷m

(

(©t) = t ′
)

.

For example the following formula describes a boolean vari-
ableB which initially equalsfalseand always flips:

B = false∧ B gets¬B .

Here are operators for examining initial (i.e., prefix) and
arbitrary (i.e., infix) subintervals:

✸i P
def
≡ P; true ✷i P

def
≡ ¬✸i ¬P

✸a P
def
≡ true;P; true ✷a P

def
≡ ¬✸a ¬P .

4. A Proof System

We now present a proof system for ITL. Experience with
hundreds of proofs has helped us refine the axioms. The
proof system has a quantifier-free part and another dealing
with quantifiers.

4.1. Quantifier-Free Axioms and Inference Rules.

We use some of Rosner and Pnueli’s axioms for
chop [28] and our own for the operators✷i and chop-
star [21]. Herew denotes astate formulacontaining no
temporal operators.

Basic ⊢ Substitution instances of all valid
nonmodal quantifier-free formulas.

P2 ⊢ (P;Q);R≡ P;(Q;R)
P3 ⊢ (P ∨ P′);Q ⊃ (P;Q) ∨ (P′;Q)
P4 ⊢ P;(Q ∨ Q′) ⊃ (P;Q) ∨ (P;Q′)
P5 ⊢ empty;P≡ P
P6 ⊢ P;empty≡ P
P7 ⊢ w ⊃ ✷i w
P8 ⊢ w ⊃ ✷w,

wherew only contains static variables.
P9 ⊢ ✷i (P⊃ P′) ∧ ✷(Q⊃ Q′)

⊃ (P;Q) ⊃ (P′;Q′)

P10 ⊢ ©P ⊃ ©w P
P11 ⊢ P ∧ ✷(P ⊃ ©w P) ⊃ ✷P
P12 ⊢ P∗ ≡ empty∨ (P ∧ more);P∗

MP ⊢ P⊃ Q, ⊢ P ⇒ ⊢ Q
✷Gen⊢ P ⇒ ⊢ ✷P
✷i Gen⊢ P ⇒ ⊢ ✷i P

These axioms and inference rules contain no explicit quan-
tifiers but w, P, etc. can. In AxiomBasic, a boolean or
numerical termt is substitutable into a variablev only if
domain(t) ⊆ domain(v).

A formula P deducible from the axiom system is called
anITL theorem, denoted⊢ P.

Here are some sample theorems:

T1 ⊢ ✷i (P ⊃ P′) ⊃ (P;Q) ⊃ (P′;Q)
T2 ⊢ ✷(P ⊃ Q) ⊃ ✷P ⊃ ✷Q
T3 ⊢ ©(P ⊃ Q) ⊃ ©P ⊃ ©Q
T4 ⊢ ✷P ⊃ P ∧ ©w ✷P
T5 ⊢ skip∗

T6 ⊢ (w ∧ P);Q ≡ w ∧ (P;Q)
T7 ⊢ ✸empty
T8 ⊢ ✷(©w P ⊃ P) ⊃ P
T9 ⊢ P∗∗ ≡ P∗

TheoremsT7 andT8 only apply to finite intervals. Theo-
rem T8 provides a convenient way to do backward induc-
tion from an interval’s end. In contrast, AxiomP11enables
forward induction over time. The full paper has more theo-
rems and derived inference rules and many proofs.
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4.2. Axioms and Inference Rules for Quantifiers

Below are axioms and inference rules for quantifiers.
Herev refers to an arbitrary static or state variable.

Q1 ⊢ ∀v.P ⊃ Pt
v ,

where the variablev is free for the termt in P.
(The full paper describes substitution into tem-
poral contexts.)

Q2 ⊢ ∀v.(P⊃ Q) ⊃ (P⊃ ∀v.Q) ,

wherev does not occur freely inP.
Q3 ⊢ ∃v.(P;Q) ≡ (∃v.P);Q ,

wherev does not occur freely inQ.
Q4 ⊢ ∃v.(P;Q) ≡ P;(∃v.Q) ,

wherev does not occur freely inP.
Q5 ⊢ (∃v.P);©(∃v.Q) ⊃ ∃v.(P;©Q) ,

wherev is a state variable.

∀Gen ⊢ P ⇒ ⊢ ∀v.P ,

for any variablev.

The ITL TheoremT10 expresseschop-starusing an aux-
iliary boolean state variable:

T10 ⊢ P∗ ≡ ∃B.

(

B ∧ ✷m
(

B ⊃ ✸i (P ∧ ©halt B)
)

)

,

whereB does not occur freely inP.

One can easily show that the axiom system issound, that
is,⊢ P implies|= P. Our full paper (and another conference
paper [24]) conversely provescompleteness, that is|= P im-
plies⊢ P, using finite-state automata. Here is a brief look:

Theorem 4.1 (Completeness for finite-time)Any ITL for-
mula which is valid for finite time is deducible as a theorem
from the ITL axiom system.

Proof (outline) Let us first consider for anunsatisfiablefor-
mula P not containing free static variables how to deduce
the theorem⊢ ¬P. We translateP into an equivalent but
quite low-level formula∃Y.P′, whereP′ is expressed using
the simple temporal logic subset described earlier in §3.5.
The formula∃Y.P′ explicitly describes a finite-state au-
tomaton’s runs and is much easier to prove theorems about.
The equivalence betweenP and∃Y.P′ is deducible as the
theorem⊢ P≡ ∃Y.P′.

Now P itself is unsatisfiable and therefore the automaton
has no accepting runs. As a result,∃Y.P′ is also unsatisfi-
able and so isP′. Consequently, we readily deduce⊢ ¬P′

using a completeness theorem we prove for the simple tem-
poral logic subset and then obtain⊢ ¬∃Y.P′. From this and
the earlier equivalence⊢ P≡ ∃Y.P′ we easily deduce⊢ ¬P.

In order to establish completeness, suppose thatQ is
some arbitraryvalid formula which we wish to deduce as
a theorem. We first universally quantify any free static vari-
ables in it to obtain a new formulaQ′ which is valid iff Q

is. In addition, we can readily prove the theorem⊢ Q′ ⊃ Q.
Now¬Q′ is unsatisfiable and by using the automaton repre-
sentation we obtain⊢¬¬Q′. Combining this with the earlier
theorem⊢Q′ ⊃Q, we achieve our goal ofQ’s theoremhood,
that is,⊢ Q. ⊓⊔

5. ITL with Infinite Time

The ITL formalism so far presented is limited to finite
intervals. We now discuss modifications needed to also per-
mit ω-intervals. First, we extend the semantics ofchopand
chop-starto ω-intervals. The formulaP;Q is true on anω-
interval if the interval can be divided into a finite subinterval
satisfyingP followed by another adjacentω-interval satis-
fying Q or alternatively if the originalω-interval itself sat-
isfiesP. In the latter case, we ignoreQ. Pratt first proposed
this semantics in his definition of thefusion productopera-
tor [27, page 95]. The formulaP∗ is true on anω-interval
that is divisible into a finite number of subintervals where
the last one itself has lengthω and each satisfiesP or alter-
natively intoω consecutive finite intervals each satisfying
P. Our use of Kleene star is somewhat nonstandard since
it is normally denotes a finite number of iterations whereas
in ITL the formulaP∗ is satisfiable byω iterations. How-
ever, this convention seems convenient and natural for ITL.
In [21] we defined new constructs for testing whether an in-
terval is infinite or finite and alter the definition of✸. We
also include the operatorchop-omegaintroduced here in a
straightforward manner:

inf
def
≡ true; false ✸P

def
≡ finite;P

finite
def
≡ ¬inf Pω def

≡ inf ∧ (P ∧ finite)∗

Note that the definitions offin and halt given earlier in
§3.5 are left unchanged. Onω-intervals the formulafin P
is equivalent totrueandhalt P is equivalent to✷¬P.

We extend the proof system presented in §4 to include
the following additional axioms:

E1 ⊢ (P ∧ inf );Q ≡ P ∧ inf
E2 ⊢ inf ∧ P ∧ ✷

(

P⊃ (Q ∧ more);P
)

⊃ Q∗

E3 ⊢ inf ∧
(

∀u.∃v.(v = u ∧ P)
)∗

⊃ ∀u.∃v.(v = u ∧ P∗) ,

whereu is a static variable not occurring freely
in P andv is a state variable with exactly the
same data domain asu.

Axiom E1 and a slight variant ofE2 were already presented
by us in [21]. AxiomE2 helps to compensate for the lack of
backward induction onω-intervals since they have no final
state from where to start. AxiomE3 is new and intended
for reasoning about anω-interval spanned by a number of
consecutive subintervals, each having its own instance of an
existentially quantified variable. A single existential vari-
able for the overallω-interval is obtained by sequentially
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fusing those of the subintervals together. In order to ensure
that fusion is possible, AxiomE3 works in a forward direc-
tion by requiring that within each iteration, the associated
existential variable can initially equal any value in its data
domain so that it is able to start with whatever value the cor-
responding variable in an immediately preceding iteration
ends with. This axiom enables the construction of various
auxiliary variables needed for the completeness proof.

Let us illustrate the use of AxiomE3 with a small ex-
ample in whicha be a boolean static variable andB be a
boolean state variable. Here the formulaP is taken to be
finite∧ ✸B ∧ ✸¬B:

⊢ inf ∧
(

∀a.∃B.(B = a ∧ finite∧ ✸B ∧ ✸¬B)
)∗

⊃ ∀a.∃B.
(

B = a ∧ (finite∧ ✸B ∧ ✸¬B)∗
)

.

Claim 5.1 The extended axiom system is sound.

We now let the notations|= P and⊢ P respectively de-
note the validity and theoremhood ofP in the extended sys-
tem over both finite andω-intervals. The more explicit but
equivalent notations|=≤ω P and⊢≤ω P are sometimes used
instead. The notations|=<ω P and⊢<ω P refer to the orig-
inal syntax, semantics and proof system presented earlier
and limited to finite intervals.

Here are two representative ITL theorems:

⊢ P∗
∧ inf ≡

(

(P∗
∧ finite);(P ∧ inf )

)

∨ Pω

⊢ inf ∧ (w ∧ P)∗ ⊃ (P ∧ fin w)∗ .

The appendix contains a number of ITL theorem with
proofs.

6. Completeness and Automata forω-Intervals

The extended axiom system’s completeness proof is sim-
ilar to Theorem 4.1’s given in §4.2. However, automata
suitable for both finite andω-intervals are required. Before
introducing them, we mention four lemmas:

Lemma 6.1 (Relative completeness for static variables)
If all valid formulas without static variables are theorems,
so are those with them.

Hence the basic completeness proof can assume formulas
have no static variables. We also assume that any formula
to be translated into an automaton is in anormal form:

Lemma 6.2 (Normal form) For each formula we can de-
duce an equivalent one with no new variables and in which
each equality is of the form v= c, where v is numerical and
c∈ domain(v). If the original formula is the simple tempo-
ral logic defined in §3.5, so is the normalized one.

Lemma 6.3 (Theorems of simple temporal logic)Any
valid quantifier-free formula in which the only temporal
constructs used are✸, © and others derivable from them is
a theorem.

Proof (outline) From the extended system a complete ax-
iom system is deduced for a conventional quantifier-free
temporal logic. We use AxiomsBasic, P8, P10 andP11,
Inference RulesMP and✷Gen and versions of Theorems
T2 andT3 proved for the extended system. ⊓⊔

Lemma 6.4 For any formula P (even one containing quan-
tifiers and interval constructs) satisfied by all finite intervals
(i.e., |=<ω P), the formula finite⊃ P is a theorem in the ex-
tended system (i.e.,⊢≤ω finite⊃ P).

Proof (outline) The completeness of the original ITL ax-
iom system ensures thatP is a theorem in it, that is,⊢<ω P.
We then perform induction on the size of the proof to obtain
⊢≤ω finite⊃ P. ⊓⊔

We now examinechop-automatafor recognizing both fi-
nite andω-intervals. These are modified versions of con-
ventional finite automata tailored for use with ITL. We
adapt Kesten and Pnueli’s techniques (based on Büchi [3,4])
for representingω-automata in QPTL [15]. Unlike them,
we also consider finite intervals and omit past-time.

Definition 6.5 (Chop-automaton) A (nondeterministic)
chop-automatonA for finite andω-intervals is a sextuple
(V, K, q0, δ, τ, F) for which

• V is a possibly empty finite set of boolean and numeri-
cal state variables,

• K is a nonempty finite set ofautomaton states,
• q0 ∈ K is theinitial state,
• δ is the transition function mapping K× K to

quantifier-free state formulas over variables in V,
• τ is thetermination functionmapping K to quantifier-

free state formulas over variables in V,
• F ⊆ K is the set offinal states.

We assume here thatK is a subset of the natural numbers.
Let us now define the notions of arun andan accepting

run of a chop-automaton on an interval:

Definition 6.6 (Run and accepting run) A run of a chop-
automataA over an intervalσ is any finite orω-sequence
ρ of one or more elementsρ0, . . . in which for each two
adjacent automaton statesρi and ρi+1 the interval state
σi satisfies the transition formulaδ(ρi ,ρi+1), (i.e., σi |=
δ(ρi ,ρi+1)).

A runρ is called anaccepting runof the chop-automaton
A over the finite intervalσ if the run’s initial stateρ0 is q0

and σ’s final stateσ|σ| satisfies the termination condition
of the run’s final automaton stateρ|σ|, namelyτ(ρ|σ|). In
addition, the automaton accepts anω-run iff at least one of
the final states in F occurs infinitely often in the run. This
is the well-known Büchi acceptance condition.

We say thatA acceptsan intervalσ if there is at least
one accepting run overσ.
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Note that onlyτ is used for accepting finite intervals and
only F is used for infinite ones. We say thatA acceptsan
intervalσ if there is at least one accepting run overσ.

LetY be some numerical state variable not inV and with
K ⊆ domain(Y). The next formulaacc_rA(Y) expresses
both finite and infinite accepting runs of automatonA :

acc_rA (Y)
def
≡

Y = q0 ∧ ✷m δ(Y,©Y)
∧

(

if finite then finτ(Y) else✷✸Y ∈ F
)

.

Unlike conventional finite automata, a chop-automaton
usesτ to test a finite interval’s very end without advancing.
This permits operators such aschopto be represented.

6.1. Testing for Emptiness of Automata over Finite
and ω-intervals

The completeness theorem requires that we can prove the
falsity of any ITL formula that corresponds to an automaton
having no accepting runs. The proof is analogous to the one
used for the finite-interval proof system.

Lemma 6.7 If A has no accepting runs, then⊢ ¬χA .

Proof Suppose thatA has no accepting runs. The fol-
lowing formula is valid and so an immediate theorem by
Lemma 6.3:

⊢ ¬acc_rA (Y) .

HereY is a numerical state variable not inV with K ⊆
domain(Y). By introducing an existential quantifier, we
have the next theorem:

⊢ ¬∃Y.acc_rA(Y) .

This reduces to our immediate goal:⊢ ¬χA . ⊓⊔

6.2. Constructions forω-Automata

Let us look at automata for a basic set of ITL con-
structs from which all others can be expressed. Here is a
suitable list of formulas:w (quantifier-free state formula),
P ∨ Q, ¬P, ∃v.P, skip, andP;Q. These constructs are ones
most readily translated to automata and are generally modi-
fied versions of ones for finite intervals (see conference pa-
per [24]). The only exception is negation which is much
harder forω-intervals. A version of ITL TheoremT10 in
§4.2 is deduced to expresschop-starusing other operators.

Let us abbreviateacc_rAP
(Y) asacc_rP(Y) andχAP

as
χP. In general we wish to deduce the following:

⊢ P≡ χP
,

whereP is an arbitrary ITL formula. The proof is done
inductively on the syntax ofP.

For a quantifier-free state formulaw, the automatonAw

hasV equal the set ofw’s variables,K = {0,1}, q0 = 0 and
F = {1} with δ andτ as follows:

δ(0,0) : false δ(0,1) : w
δ(1,0) : false δ(1,1) : true

τ(0) : w τ(1) : true

Here is how to construct an automatonAP∨Q for the for-
mulaP ∨ Q. Assume by induction thatAP andAQ areP’s
andQ’s respective automata with disjointKP andKQ. We
denote the individual parts of the automatonAP recogniz-
ing formulaP asVP, KP, etc. and denote the parts ofAQ in
a similar manner. The following is a suitableAP∨Q:

V = VP∪VQ, K = KP∪KQ∪{q0}, F = FP∪FQ ,

for some new start stateq0 not inKP∪KQ.

δ(q,q′) :



























δP(qP
0 ,q′), for q = q0 andq′ ∈ KP

δQ(qQ
0 ,q′), for q = q0 andq′ ∈ KQ

δP(q,q′), for q,q′ ∈ KP

δQ(q,q′), for q,q′ ∈ KQ

false, otherwise

τ(q) :











τP(qP
0) ∨ τQ(qQ

0 ), for q = q0

τP(q), for q∈ KP

τQ(q), for q∈ KQ

The next automatonAskip accepts two-state intervals:

V = {}, K = {0,1}, q0 = 0, F = {}

δ(0,0) : false δ(0,1) : true
δ(1,0) : false δ(1,1) : false

τ(0) : false τ(1) : true

Here is an automatonA∃v.P for recognizing∃v.P:

V = VP\{v}, K = KP, q0 = qP
0, F = FP

δ(q,q′) :
_

c∈domain(v)

δP(q,q′)c
v τ(q) :

_

c∈domain(v)

τP(q)c
v

Note that the operator\ denotes set difference and ensures
here thatV does not includev. In additionv does not occur
in any of δ’s or τ’s elements. Instead, we use an explicit
disjunction of all possible valuesv could assume.

To construct an automaton forP;Q, assume without loss
of generality thatKP andKQ are disjoint sets. Here are the
values used forAP;Q:

V = VP∪VQ, K = KP∪KQ, q0 = qP
0, F = FP∪FQ ,

δ(q,q′) :



















δP(q,q′), for q,q′ ∈ KP

δQ(q,q′), for q,q′ ∈ KQ

τP(q) ∧ δQ(qQ
0 ,q′), for q∈ KP,q′ ∈ KQ

false, otherwise

τ(q) :

{

τP(q) ∧ τQ(qQ
0 ), for q∈ KP

τQ(q) for q∈ KQ
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The treatment of negation requires a major modification
of the techniques for finite intervals. The reason is that
complementing anω-automata is much harder than com-
plementing a conventional one. We now look at this.

6.3.ω-Automata for Negation

Following Kesten and Pnueli, we use Safra’s algo-
rithm [29] (see also Thomas’ discussion in [32]). This is
a nontrivial but elegant variation of the standard method of
complementing an automaton by first constructing a deter-
ministic version of it. Our purpose is not to give an exposi-
tion and justification of Safra’s methods but rather to embed
them in ITL. Consequently, where appropriate we can rely
on certain intermediate results proved by Safra. The full
paper describes the embedding in detail.

Safra’s algorithm makes use of two intermediateω-
automata which are themselves not Büchi-automata. It first
produces from the original automaton, sayAP, adetermin-
istic Rabin-automaton, denoted hereADR, which accepts
an interval iff it is anω-interval accepted byAP. This
is the most subtle part of the construction. Deterministic
Büchi automata are not adequate since they have strictly
less expressiveness than nondeterministic ones. The Rabin-
automatonADR is then readily complemented to produce
a deterministic Streett-automaton, denoted hereADS. Fi-
nally an equivalent conventional nondeterministic Büchi-
automaton, denotedANB, is obtained with only a little effort
from ADS. The automatonANB achieves the goal of rec-
ognizing the complement of the original automaton’s lan-
guage overω-intervals. Therefore, the correctness of the
algorithm leads to us having|= χNB ≡ (inf ∧ ¬χP).

The only difference between Büchi-, Rabin- and Streett-
automata involves the acceptance conditions used. Instead
of having a single set of final statesF , Rabin- and Streett-
automata both include a finite number of pairs of sets of
states(Li ,Ui). Table 1 shows all three variations of accep-
tance conditions together with a convenient notation used
to denote each as well the semantics given as an ITL for-
mula for use inacc_r, χ and any related constructs. We let
Li(Y) andUi(Y) denote state formulas containingY as the
sole free variable (i denotes a constant in this context).

In order to embed Safra’s algorithm in our completeness
result, we deduce within the axiom system the following
logical equivalences:

⊢ inf ∧ χP ≡ χDR
, ⊢ inf ⊃ χDR ≡ ¬χDS

, ⊢ χDS≡ χNB
.

After all this, we still need to obtain an automaton which ac-
cepts the complement ofAP on both finite andω-intervals.
A new automatonA¬P is therefore defined in the manner
now described. LetA ′ be the negated automaton for finite
intervals. Let the set of final statesF ′ in A ′ be empty. Con-
structANB using Safra’s algorithm and for eachq ∈ KNB,

Table 1. Büchi-, Rabin- and Streett-
acceptance conditions for ω-automata

Type Notation Semantics in temporal logic
Büchi F ⊆ K inf ∧ ✷✸Y ∈ F
Rabin

W

i(Li ∧ ¬Ui) inf ∧
W

i

(

✷✸Li(Y) ∧ ✸✷¬Ui(Y)
)

Streett
V

i(Li ⊃ Ui) inf ∧
V

i

(

✷✸Li(Y) ⊃ ✷✸Ui(Y)
)

let τ(q) = false. Finally, use the construction forlogical
disjunctionto obtain a new automatonA¬P which recog-
nizes the union of the languages of the two automataA ′ and
ANB. Our goal is achieved:⊢ A¬P ≡ ¬AP.

6.3.1 A Version of König’s Lemma

Safra uses König’s Lemma in order to relateAP andADR.
We now consider a restricted version of it suitable for our
purposes:

Lemma 6.8 Assume a forest of n trees for some n≥ 1 con-
taining altogether a countably infinite number of nodes.
Some trees can however be finitary. If at each level of depth
there are exactly n nodes among all the trees, then at least
one tree’s root has an infinite path of descendant nodes.

To express this in ITL, letD andL be numerical state vari-
ables withD ranging over then values 0,. . . , n−1 andL
ranging over 0,. . . , n2−1. We haveL encode a vector of
n values each ranging over 0,. . . , n−1. LetL[i] denote its
i-th element. We can define this using nested conditional
terms. The behavior ofL over anω-interval corresponds
to a forest described in Lemma 6.8. Specifically, if in some
state (level) we haveL[i] = j, then nodej in the immediately
previous state (level) acts as the father of nodei. Nodes in
the initial state are roots. The next ITL theorem expresses
Lemma 6.8’s guarantee of an infinite path’s existence:

⊢ inf ⊃ ∃D.✷(D = ©L[D]).

Its proof inductively constructs a path from some root node
in the initial state (level) and needs the following ITL the-
orem ensuring that one of them has descendants on every
later level:

⊢ inf ⊃
_

i<n

φ(i) ,

whereφ(i) is defined below:

φ(i)
def
≡ ✷i

(

finite ⊃ ∃D.
(

D = i ∧ ✷m(D = ©L[D])
)

)

.
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We also require that if a node has this property, so does
some immediate descendant:

⊢ inf ∧ φ( j) ⊃ ©
_

i<n

(

L[i] = j ∧ φ(i)
)

.

The following ITL theorem then incrementally constructs a
suitableD:

⊢ ∃D.

(

D = mini.φ(i)

∧ D getsmini.
(

(©L[i]) = D ∧ ©φ(i)
)

)

,

wherei’s domain is the same asD’s. For a static numerical
variableu, the term minu.P is defined to denoteu’s mini-
mum value satisfying the formulaP or 0 if none exists. It is
easily expressed using conditional terms. The proofs of the
theorems given here are in the full paper. The next impor-
tant observation is exploited:

Lemma 6.9 For any formula✷i (finite ⊃ P), there exists a
deterministic automatonA for finite intervals (i.e., FA =
{}) with the following deducible equivalence:

⊢ ✷i (finite ⊃ P) ≡ ∃Y.
(

Y = q0 ∧ ✷m δ(Y,©Y) ∧ ✷τ(Y)
)

.

Here Y is a numerical state variable not in VA and with
KA ⊆ domain(Y).

The right formula is much simpler to reason about since
there is only one quantifier and its body is in simple tempo-
ral logic. FurthermoreY’s behavior is deterministic.

Proof (Outline) Let A be an automaton corresponding toP
for finite time. We prove its existence in the full paper as
part of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality, assume
that A is deterministic. This is also provable in ITL. Now
we express the subformulaP in ✷i (finite ⊃ P) usingA :

⊢ ✷i (finite ⊃ P) ≡

✷i

(

finite⊃ ∃Y.
(

Y = q0 ∧ ✷m δ(Y,©Y) ∧ fin τ(Y)
)

)

.

The deterministic behavior ofA ensures that all runs start-
ing from a given automaton state are identical in any of their
common interval states. Therefore a single instance ofY is
sufficient and we can export most of the behavior out of✷i :

⊢ ✷i

(

finite⊃ ∃Y.
(

Y = q0 ∧ ✷m δ(Y,©Y) ∧ fin τ(Y)
)

)

≡

∃Y.

(

Y = q0 ∧ ✷m δ(Y,©Y) ∧ ✷i
(

finite ⊃ fin τ(Y)
)

)

.

We then re-express the subformula✷i
(

finite ⊃ fin τ(Y)
)

in
simple temporal logic:

⊢ ✷i
(

finite ⊃ fin τ(Y)
)

≡ ✷τ(Y) .

Combining these steps leads to the desired goal. ⊓⊔

6.4. Conversion of a Büchi-Automaton to a Deter-
ministic Rabin-Automaton

The full paper considers the various types ofω-automata
needed in Safra’s construction and their relation to one an-
other. Here we only overview the first and hardest step in
the process. Let us start with the formulaP and its automa-
tonAP which we seek to complement. We ignore the termi-
nation conditionτP since it is irrelevant onω-intervals. A
deterministic Rabin-automatonADR is now constructed us-
ing Safra’s algorithm. Our presentation only explicitly deals
with those features of the construction which are relevant
here. The reader should refer to Safra’s paper for further
details. Safra establishes that every accepting run ofADR

has a corresponding accepting run ofAP (soundness1) and
vice versa (completeness2). These properties can both be
represented in ITL by formulas which are guaranteed to be
valid by Safra’s original proof of correctness:

soundness ofADR: |= χDR ⊃ inf ∧ χP ,

completeness ofADR: |= inf ∧ χP ⊃ χDR .

We need to ensure that both of these formulas are deducible.
In the full paper, suitable constructions are given and the-
orems are proved for the deterministic Streett-automaton
ADS and the nondeterministic Büchi-automatonANB.

As with other automata here, we represent the states of
the deterministic Rabin automatonADR as natural numbers.
In addition, in line with Safra’s construction, the Rabin au-
tomaton has an associated nonempty, finite set denoted here
as labels. The labels are taken to be some initial segment
of the natural numbers. Each stateq ∈ KDR of the Rabin
automation has a nonempty setnodes(q) ⊆ labelsequaling
a set ofnodesassociated withq. Each ofq’s nodes is col-
ored eitherwhiteor greenwith the possibly empty set ofq’s
green nodes denotedgreen(q). The full proof requires some
further information about the internal structure of the nodes
but we do not describe this here.

We can omit the details of Safra’s transition function
δDR(q,q′) and just assume it exists. Safra also defines the
particular acceptance condition of the Rabin automaton, de-
noted here in ITL asaccDR(Z), to ensure that some noden
is eventually always associated with each automaton state
and that this node is infinitely often green:

accDR(Z)
def
≡ inf ∧

_

n∈labels

(

✷✸Ln(Z) ∧ ✸✷¬Un(Z)
)

,

whereLn(Z) andUn(Z) are defined as follows:

Ln(Z)
def
≡ n∈ green(Z) , Un(Z)

def
≡ n 6∈ nodes(Z) .

1Not to be confused withlogical soundnessof a proof system.
2Not to be confused withlogical completenessof a proof system.
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We can re-expressaccDR(Z) in the manner given below:

⊢ accDR(Z) ≡

inf ∧
_

n∈labels

(

✸✷n∈ nodes(Z) ∧ ✷✸n∈ green(Z)
)

.

This formula is valid and so a theorem by Lemma 6.3.
Here is the definition of an accepting run ofADR:

acc_rDR(Z)
def
≡ Z = qDR

0 ∧ runDR(Z) ∧ accDR(Z) ,

whererunDR(Z)
def
= ✷m δDR(Z,©Z).

6.4.1 Soundness of the Deterministic Rabin-
Automaton ADR

The proof ofADR’s soundness has the following five steps:

1. Expression ofADR’s acceptingω-runs as a disjunction
in which each disjunction tests one pair ofLi andUi .

2. Splitting of an acceptingω-run of ADR into a finite
prefix and aω-suffix with

✷n∈ nodes(Z) ∧ ✷✸n∈ green(Z).
3. Synthesis of finite run ofAP from finite prefix of

ADR’s run.
4. Synthesis ofω-run of AP from rest ofADR’s run.
5. Fusion of these two runs into an accepting run ofAP.

6.4.2 Completeness of the Deterministic Rabin-
Automaton ADR

Deduction of the completeness of the Rabin-automaton
ADR requires ensuring that for any acceptingω-run of AP,
some acceptingω-run of ADR also exists. Due to its de-
terministic behavior,ADR has a run on every finite andω-
interval starting with any desired automaton state inKDR.
We use this to first show that for any interval there exists a
run of ADR with the initial state beingqDR

0 . However, this
run is not necessarily accepting. Therefore we establish that
if AP has an acceptingω-run, than the associatedω-run of
ADR starting in automaton stateqDR

0 is also accepting.

Synthesis of run ofADR Every automaton state ofADR

is deterministic. Therefore, the behavior of a run can be
expressed as the formulaZ gets twheret is a conditional
term readily build using the transitions specified byδDR.
For each value inZ’s data domain not inKDR, we havet
act as the identity function. The following valid formula
formalizest ’s behavior and is a theorem by Lemma 6.3:

⊢ Z ∈ KDR ⊃ Z gets t≡ runDR(Z) . (6.1)

We then deduce an ITL theorem which in essence computes
a suitableZ for ADR in any interval:

⊢ ∃Z.(Z = a ∧ Z gets t) .

Here the numerical variablea’s data domain is the same as
Z’s. The automaton stateqDR

0 can be selected as the initial
state. This together with (6.1) then permits the subformula
Z gets tto be replaced by the formularunDR(Z):

⊢ ∃a.(Z = qDR
0 ∧ runDR(Z)) . (6.2)

Proof of existence of accepting run ofADR Safra proves
that any acceptingω-run of the original automatonAP guar-
antees that the correspondingω-run of ADR is also accept-
ing. This can be expressed by the following valid formula
which by Lemma 6.3 is also an immediate theorem:

⊢ inf ∧ acc_rP(X) ∧ Z = qDR
0 ∧ runDR(Z) ⊃ accDR(Z) .

This together with (6.2) and some reasoning about quanti-
fiers leads to the existence of an acceptingω-run for ADR

from any acceptingω-run of AP:

⊢ inf ∧ ∃X.acc_rP(X)

⊃ ∃Z.
(

Z = qDR
0 ∧ runDR(Z) ∧ accDR(Z)

)

.

This is re-expressed as our goal of automaton completeness:

⊢ inf ∧ χP ⊃ χDR
.

In the full paper we use the results mentioned here as
part of a detailed analysis establishing completeness:

Theorem 6.10 (Completeness of the extended system)
Any ITL formula which is valid for all finite andω-intervals
is a theorem of the extended axiom system.

7. Discussion

The completeness proof currently uses numerical state
variables in the representation of automata. For ITL with
only finite intervals, one can restrict all variables to being
boolean and encode numerical ones. In fact, this is exactly
what Kesten and Pnueli do in their proof for QPTL overω-
intervals. However, our AxiomE3 for ω-intervals loses its
simplicity if an encoding is done since it can require a sin-
gle numerical variable be replaced by several boolean ones.
We are looking at a pair of alternative axioms without this
limitation to use instead ofE3:

⊢ inf ⊃ ∃v.✷i
(

finite ⊃ (fin v) = t
)

⊢ inf ∧ (©∃v.P)∗ ⊃ ∃v.(©P)∗ ,

where the state variablev does not occur in termt and has
domain(t) ⊆ domain(v).

In [22] we look at a compositional axiom system for tem-
poral projection over finite intervals which is claimed to be
complete. We would also like support forω-intervals.

Hale [11] first studiedframing in ITL. In ITL, if a state
variable does not change value, this must be made explicit.
Framing makes this implicit and shortens specifications. A
complete axiom system for framing would be helpful.
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A. Some ITL Theorems for the Extended Ax-
iom System

In this appendix we use the extended axiom system to
deduce a number of ITL theorems aboutω-intervals. Many
of the theorems are also applicable to finite intervals as well.
However theoremsT7 and T8 mentioned in §4.1 depend
on time being finite and are therefore not theorems in the
extended system. Versions of them which explicitly require
finite time can be expressed and proved.

Here are a number a theorems and derived rules which
have corresponding finite-time versions.

ET4 ⊢ ✷i (P ⊃ P′) ⊃ (P;Q) ⊃ (P′;Q)
EDR1 ⊢ P ⊃ P′ ⇒ ⊢ P;Q ⊃ P′;Q
EDR2 ⊢ P≡ P′ ⇒ ⊢ P;Q≡ P′;Q
ET5 ⊢ (P ∨ P′);Q ≡ P;Q ∨ P′;Q
ET6 ⊢ (©P);Q ≡ ©(P;Q)
EDR3 ⊢ P ⊃ Q ⇒ ⊢ ©P ⊃ ©Q
ET7 ⊢ ©P ⊃ more
ET8 ⊢ skip ⊃ more
ET9 ⊢ ©more ⊃ ¬skip

Below are some theorems and proofs specifically ob-
tained from the extended axiom system. We useProp to
denote propositional reasoning.

ET10 ⊢ inf ≡ © inf
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ≡ true; false def. of inf
2 ⊢ true ≡ more∨ ¬more Prop
3 ⊢ true ≡ more∨ empty 2,def. ofempty
4 ⊢ true; false

≡ (more∨ empty); false
3,EDR2

5 ⊢ (more∨ empty); false
≡ more; false∨ empty; false

ET5

6 ⊢ empty; false ≡ false P5
7 ⊢ more; false ≡ (© true); false def. ofmore
8 ⊢ (© true); false

≡ ©(true; false)
ET6

9 ⊢ ©(true; false) ≡ © inf def. of inf
10⊢ inf ≡ © inf 1,4-9,Prop

ET11 ⊢ inf ⊃ skip∗

Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ≡ © inf ET10
2 ⊢ © inf ≡ skip; inf def. of©
3 ⊢ skip ⊃ more ET8
4 ⊢ skip ⊃ skip∧ more 3,Prop
5 ⊢ skip; inf ⊃ (skip∧ more); inf 4,EDR1
6 ⊢ inf ⊃ (skip∧ more); inf 1,2,5,Prop
7 ⊢ ✷

(

inf ⊃ (skip∧ more); inf
)

6,✷Gen
8 ⊢ inf ∧ inf

∧ ✷
(

inf ⊃ (skip∧ more); inf
)

⊃ skip∗
E2

9 ⊢ inf ⊃ skip∗ 7,8,Prop

ET12 ⊢ inf ⊃ more
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ≡ © inf ET10
2 ⊢ © inf ⊃ more ET7
3 ⊢ inf ⊃ more 1,2,Prop

ET13 ⊢ inf ⊃ ✷ inf
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ≡ © inf ET10
2 ⊢ inf ⊃ © inf 1,Prop
3 ⊢ © inf ⊃ ©w inf P10
4 ⊢ inf ⊃ ©w inf 2,3,Prop
5 ⊢ ✷(inf ⊃ ©w inf ) 4,✷Gen
6 ⊢ inf ∧ ✷(inf ⊃ ©w inf ) ⊃ ✷ inf P11
10⊢ inf ⊃ ✷ inf 5,6,Prop

ET14 ⊢ inf ⊃ ¬skip
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ≡ © inf ET10
2 ⊢ inf ⊃ more ET12
3 ⊢ © inf ⊃ ©more 2,EDR3
4 ⊢ ©more ⊃ ¬skip ET9
5 ⊢ inf ⊃ ¬skip 1,3,4,Prop

ET15 ⊢ skip ⊃ finite
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ⊃ ¬skip ET14
2 ⊢ skip ⊃ ¬inf 1,Prop
3 ⊢ skip ⊃ finite 2,def. offinite

ET16 ⊢ skip ⊃ ✸empty
Proof:
1 ⊢ skip ⊃ finite ET15
2 ⊢ finite;empty ≡ finite P6
3 ⊢ skip ⊃ finite;empty 1,2,Prop
4 ⊢ skip ⊃ ✸empty 3,def. of✸

ET17 ⊢ empty ⊃ finite
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ⊃ more ET12
2 ⊢ ¬more ⊃ ¬inf 1,Prop
3 ⊢ empty ⊃ finite 2,def. ofempty,

def. offinite

ET18 ⊢ ✸finite ⊃ finite
Proof:
1 ⊢ inf ⊃ ✷ inf ET13
2 ⊢ inf ⊃ ¬✸¬inf 1,def. of✷
3 ⊢ ✸¬inf ⊃ ¬inf 2,Prop
4 ⊢ ✸finite ⊃ finite 3,def. offinite
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